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Gibby’s orders had arrived a few months earlier.  Mike would follow their lead a few 

months later.             



        It was time for more goodbyes. 

 

 

 
 

The family met at his sister’s, Gladys’, home in Jamaica, Queens.  Brothers Fred and Ardie were 

there and, of course, Hazel.  If you look closely at the photo of George and Hazel you can see 

their first born, due in December, was on the way.  George’s father, John, was also there.  He 

was very proud of his son and was there to wish him well.  Sadly, it would be their last goodbye 

as John passed away while George was away at his Army Air Force Cadet Training in 

California. 

 



                  
  

             
 

Being assigned to Pine Camp in New York allowed the family to stay fairly close.  The rides 

from upstate to New York City were long but manageable.  But now there would be real 

separation.  On the evening of the day his orders arrived, Hazel wrote another of her beautiful 

letters. 

 

 



                 
 

                 
 

Her letter echoed one of her previous poems, one of several she composed over the next few 

years as their marriage was interrupted by the horrors of war. 

 

                           
Then the whirlwind began … 

 



 
 

 
 



 



The Army Air Forces Classification Center 

Nashville Tennessee 

"At long last a use has been found for those extra coat hangers that always fall to the floor," commented 

Guy Redmond, Red Cross Field Director, in his plea to Nashvillians in August of 1943 to send their extra 

hangers to the Army Air Forces Classification Center on Thompson Lane. Some 2,500 were needed. 

Everything had been planned and considered: housing, hospital, mess halls, roads, sewers, and 

electricity. Nice new lockers, no 

hangers. So the call went out to 

wartime Nashville.  

The Army Air Forces 

Classification Center was brand 

new in the summer of 1943. As 

early as the spring of 1942, plans 

had been underway to build a 

training center for Army Air Force 

cadets. The Center was an 

induction station where cadets 

were brought for preliminary 

training, aptitude tests, and 

physical examinations. They 

were classified according to their 

skills and talent and then shipped on for further training. Many became pilots, bombardiers, navigators, 

and gunners in the war against Germany and Japan.  

The Center eventually encompassed approximately 560 acres along Thompson Lane and Franklin Road. 

The close proximity of Radnor Yards and the L & N Railroad lines helped win the contract for Nashville. 

The City Council, in special session, passed resolutions authorizing the city to enter into contracts with 

the Federal Government to furnish water, electrical power, and sewer facilities for the site.  

The local railroads agreed to build spur lines into the facility and the Nashville Electric Service committed 

to bring electric power into the site. To win the $5,000,000 project for Nashville, Mayor Cummings worked 

successfully with local contractors, businessmen, and the Federal Government. Warfield and Keeble, 

Foster and Creighton, and other architectural and engineering firms provided the expertise to build the 

complex. When completed, the complex contained hundreds of buildings including barracks, mess halls, 

fire halls, warehouses, recreation halls, several theaters, and a chapel.  

At its height, the Center had a staff of 200 officers and 500 enlisted personnel and was the largest of the 

three Army Air Force centers in operation in the United States. The Center housed, on average, 10,000 

soldiers per year.  



The Center operated from 1942 until 1944 as a classification center, housing WACs (Women's Army 

Corps) and Army Air Corps cadets. In early 1945, the classification center was shut down and a portion of 

the facility served as a separation center for U.S. Navy personnel. Sailors were sent to the Center for final 

separation from service and were given orientation on civilian life, proper discharge papers, and 

transportation to their homes.  

The U. S. Government continued to lease the site from the Nashville Public Housing Administration well 

after the war ended. Finally in 1952, the site was declared surplus and the remaining few veterans and 

their families were transferred to other posts.  

Four local businessmen—Dewitt Carter, R. M. Crichton, A. D. Creighton, and John D. McDougall—

purchased approximately 113 acres of the site for $456,000. The Nashville Chamber of Commerce led a 

campaign to make the site Nashville's first planned and controlled industrial development area. 

Consequently, the Suburban Industrial Development Company was formed in 1953 and became known 

by its acronym, SIDCO. By 1954, SIDCO had plants, warehouses, and small manufacturing shops 

throughout the area. The buildings used during the war were razed to make way for the new 

development, which grew rapidly and completed its first 50-acre phase in 1959.  

The Sidco area still has the plants, factories, and warehouses that were the excitement of the post-war 

years in Nashville. The building frenzy continued until nothing of the original Army Air Classification 

Center was left. Those driving by the area today will not realize that during W.W. II the region between I-

65 and the Radnor railyards was home to tens of thousands of American soldiers.   

                           



 



 





  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Santa Ana Army Air Base 

(Air Corps Cadet Replacement Training Center, Aviation Cadet Replacement Training 

Center, Costa Mesa Air National Guard Station) 

  

 
Soldiers of the 414th Air Base Squadron depart through Santa Ana Army Air Base's gate 3 on a 

five mile hike to an undisclosed bivouac site. 23 April 1944. 
  

   

Santa Ana Army Air Base (SAAAB) was an air base without planes, hangers or 
runways. It was a huge basic training camp where newly inducted soldiers, earmarked 
for the Army Air Forces, were given 9 weeks of basic training and then testing to 
determine if they were to be pilots, bombardiers, navigators, mechanics, etc. From 
SAAAB, they went on to other bases for training in their specialties. The base was 
dedicated in March 1942 and grew rapidly as the need for pilots and air crews sky-
rocketed. Turnover was rapid so that by the end of the year 23,470 soldiers had passed 
through SAAAB. By the end of 1943 that number jumped to 57,895. In the Fall of 1942 
SAAAB became an Overseas Replacement Depot (ORD) housing Army Air Forces 
personnel awaiting transportation overseas. In November of 1943 members of the 
Women's Air Service Pilots (WASP) began training at the base, followed shortly by 
members of the Women's Army Corp (WAC). In 1945 SAAAB became one of six 
Redistribution Centers in the country for airmen returning from overseas who were to be 
assigned state-side duty.  
   

Being close to Hollywood and with such a large turnover of service personnel, the base 
attracted a lot of Hollywood celebrities who put on shows at the base.  
 
In late 1945 Japanese aliens from the alien internment camps being returned to Japan 



by the Immigrations and Naturalization Service (INS) were housed here while awaiting 
transportation to Japan  

. 
SAAAB continued as a redistribution and separation center for a short time after the 
war. On March 31, 1946, the base was officially deactivated. However, in 1956 
elements of the 551st Antiaircraft Artillery Missile Battalion brought the Nike-Hercules 
system from Fort Bliss and temporarily installed and operated it at the old SAAAB site 
until their permanent installations (Site LA-88) in Chatsworth and atop Oak Mountain 
were completed.  
 
In 1958 the base was declared surplus and soon afterwards the land was divided for 
many uses. In the postwar years private homes, apartments, two colleges, the Costa 
Mesa Air National Guard Station and the Orange County Fairground shared the land. 
Many of the base's original buildings remained in use for years by the colleges and the 
fair grounds.  

 
An aerial view of Santa Ana Army Air Base, 9 November 1942. 

 

 



Statistics  

 Offical Ground 
Breaking 

October 23. 1941 

 Activation Date February 23,1942 

 Deactivation Date March 31,1946 

 Size of Base 1,336.685 Acres 

 Location of Base 

Main entrance at Newport Boulevard; Baker Street on the north, 
Harbor Blvd. on the west, Wilson Street on the south, Newport 
Blvd. on the east 

 Buildings 

Approximately 800 (including 1,357,120 sq ft of barracks) 28 
Convalescent Hospital Wards, 18 School Buildings, 155,000 sq ft 
of Administration buildings, 4 Chapels, 4 Theaters 

 Utilities 
Water system adequate for 40,000 people with 33 miles of water 
main lines, 28 miles of sewer lines 

 Maximum Number 
of Personnel 

26,000 Army Air Forces personnel, (excluding civilian personnel) 

 Primary Functions 

Classification and pre-flight training for pilots, navigators and 
bombardiers: Approximately 149,400 entered the training, about 
128,000 graduated. February 15, 1942 To October 31,1944.  
Redistribution Center: Over 72,000 combat returnees processed 
between November 1, 1944 and March 31, 1946.  
Temporary Separation Center: Over 38,000 combat veteran plus 
other veterans discharged from the base between September 14, 
1945 and March 31, 1946  

 

  

For more information on the Santa Ana Army Air Base, it is suggested that you contact 
the Costa Mesa Historical Society  

 
   



History of Santa Ana Army Air Base (SAAAB) 

By Justin M. Ruhge 

Goleta Valley Historical Society 
   

The SAAAB was one of three national training centers established on July 1940 to train 
pilots for the Army Air Corps. The original locations were at Maxwell Field, Montgomery, 
Alabama, Randolph Field, San Antonio, Texas and Moffett Field, Sunnyvale, California. 
These three Centers were to train a total of 7,000 pilots per year. However the national 
program was increased to 30,000 pilots per year in August of 1940. Many contract 
training schools were started to help fill this quota. In February 1941, the Army initiated 
three Air Corps Replacement Training Centers. These were induction centers for new 
recruits entering the Air Corps with no military experience. Each center was to provide 
for the classification and preflight instruction for pilots, navigators and bombardiers. The 
locations were to be at existing air corps facilities. This was the case except for the 
West Coast Air Corps Training Center at Moffett Field. The Navy wanted to use the field 
exclusively for it's lighter than air "blimp" base so the Army Air Corps had to look 
elsewhere for a new facility. A search of sites in southern California was conducted. The 
City Council of Santa Ana wanted the new center located near it so they arranged to 
lease a 409-acre site for $6,400 per year from M. H. Whittier Co. Ltd. with an option to 
buy at $500 per acre. The government could sublet from the city for $1 per year. In 
addition, the County agreed to lease five acres of land on the new Orange County 
Airport for use by Army planes for officers' commuting purposes. The Army selected the 
Santa Ana site on June 16, 1941. The City leased the land on August 21, 1941.  
 
The Base, called an Air Corps Cadet Replacement Training Center, later renamed the 
Santa Ana Army Air Base, was planned to accommodate 2,500 to 3,000 cadets, 83 
officers and 806 enlisted men, and to cost about $3,200,000 to construct.  
 
The Base would not have a flying field as a part of its facilities. It would receive air 
cadets from civilian life and give them basic training prior to their advancement to one of 
the contract primary aviation schools for flight training. Arrangements were also made 
for a Special hangar at the Orange County Airport to accommodate officers' planes.  
 
The master plan called for the construction of 145 buildings that would include: 79 
barracks, 3 warehouses, quartermaster supply office, 4 school buildings, 10 
administration buildings, 13 day rooms, 13 supply rooms, 4 cadet messes, 2 officers' 
quarters, a motor repair shop, post office, gasoline service station, utility buildings, 
theater, 2 recreation buildings, commissary buildings, chapels, dispatchers' office, 
officers' mess, fire station, guard house, two post exchanges, and a 151-bed hospital 
and all utilities. This would amount to a new city in the middle of bean and tomato fields.  
 
Meanwhile in the middle of all these preparations, on June 20, 1941 Army Regulation 
95-5 changed the name of the Air Corps to the Army Air Forces.  
 
The Orange County Airport was also selected as the site for the Headquarters 
Squadron originally located at Moffett Field. As a result, a dozen or more aircraft were 



located at Orange County Airport to serve as a sort of "taxi service" for the Army Air 
Force officials to permit them to contact various points of flying activity along the West 
Coast. Plans were also made to move the entire Army Air Force administrative offices at 
Moffett Field to the Santa Ana area.  
 
To provide the basic staff for the SAAAB at Santa Ana, two squadrons, the 
Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron (Special) and the 554th School Squadron, 
were activated at Moffett Field on August 1, 1941. These two squadrons became the 
nucleus from which the SAAAB cadre would grow.  
 
The construction contract for the 177 buildings at SAAAB was awarded to the Griffith 
Company on October 24, 1941 for $2 million. The work was to be completed in 120 
calendar days.  
 
New plans required that the SAAAB accommodate the training of 10,000 cadets per 
year.  
 
The SAAAB was to be the starting point of the cadet's 35-week training course. During 
the first five weeks spent at the SAAAB the cadet would receive his uniforms, 
regulations and initial instruction in drill, military courtesy and other basic training. Upon 
leaving the SAAAB he would be assigned to a school for ten weeks of primary flight 
instruction, then on to a school for ten weeks of basic flight instruction and finally to an 
advanced flying field for 10 weeks. At the end of his 35 weeks of training the cadet was 
to be commissioned a second lieutenant in the Army Air Forces.  
 
The first Commander of the Aviation Cadet Replacement Training Center at Santa Ana 
or later (SAAAB) was Major William A. Robertson who arrived on October 10, 1941. He 
was promoted to Colonel on March 1, 1941.  
 
As a direct result of the December 7, 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, the number of pilots 
to be trained was increased three-fold to 102,000. This new number placed pressure on 
the SAAAB to increase its facilities and as a result 924 acres were acquired by the U.S. 
Government next to the present site for the addition of barracks and other buildings.  
   

The first set of buildings was completed on May 15, 1942; however, the officers and 
men began to move into the base on February 16, 1942. General Orders No. 14 made it 
official on March 3, 1942. The first group of 50 cadets arrived on February 20, 1942. On 
February 25, 1942 the Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron with its enlisted men 
and approximately 2,000 cadets arrived to begin training. By March there were 5,000 
cadets on the base. Cadets lived in tents until the new barracks could be completed. 
Instruction began in March for a nine-week course. In May 1942 the base was 
organized into Wings, Groups and Squadrons. A wing consisted of ten squadrons, 
divided into two Groups. A squadron usually had about 180 men. This was broken into 
flights and then squads.  



 
On May 13, 1942 the Air Base officially became known as the Santa Ana Army Air Base 
(SAAAB) by General Order No. 19.  
 
In March 1942 the Army established separate classification centers for aircrew 
candidates. These were established near the preflight schools. The West Coast center 
was located at the SAAAB on June 15, 1942. Separate buildings were constructed for 
this center. The centers function was two-fold - to serve as a processing and classifying 
center and to create a reserve pool of classified students. At the centers, thousands of 
civilians came into the Army for aviation cadet training to receive a physical 
examination, inoculations and be quarantined for several weeks. During this period, 
cadets received uniforms, equipment, and indoctrination into the ways of military life. 
They were also tested and classified for aircrew training either as a pilot, navigator or 
bombardier. The typical cadet spent his first three weeks in the classification center. 
These three new centers replaced some of the earlier functions of the SAAAB and thus 
allowed more attention for the three training schools.  
 
On October 30, 1942 the Santa Ana Branch School of Aviation Medicine was 
established at the SAAAB hospital to provide practical training for officers of the Medical 
Corps. 
On June 11, 1942 General Order No. 11 changed the old Aviation Cadet structure to 
three Army Air Forces units. These were an Air Force Classification Center, an Army Air 
Forces Preflight School for Pilots and an Army Air Forces School for Bombardiers-
Navigator.  
 
The first class of 2,601 cadets graduated on July 1, 1942. By the end of 1942 the 
annual rate of graduates from the Pilot School was over 45,000. To carry out this 
program, the Air Force had recruited a faculty of over 250 well-trained and experienced 
high school, college and university teachers who later became officers in the Air Corps.  
 
The Sunday review was the only regular ceremony. The "E" flag was awarded to the 
squadron that excelled in marching and good conduct.  
 
The Base Newspaper was begun July 2, 1942 and dubbed The Cadet. It was published 
by the Cadet Press of Anaheim, which also published the weekly Anaheim Gazette.  
 
In March 1943 the Women's Army Corps (WAC) was established at SAAAB. Special 
barracks were constructed for them on the edge of the property.  
 
The proficiency level of the cadets was improved by the introduction of the College 
Training Program in January 1943. By the end of 1943, some 41,216 college students 
had been sent to the SAAAB.  
 
The Base reached its maximum strength by the fall of 1943, with a population of some 
26,000 servicemen.  



 
The SAAAB graduated 23,479 cadets in 1942 and 57,895 in 1943. In September 1943, 
the SAAAB began to train Chinese Air Force officers. In September 1943 the SAAAB 
hospital was authorized to serve as one of seven convalescent centers in the Army Air 
Forces. The mission of the convalescent center was to provide medical service and 
rehabilitation for all Army Air Forces personnel transferred from General Hospitals and 
other sources.  
 

The hospital convalescent patients published their own newspaper called the Wardbird.  

 
Preflight training at the SAAAB peaked in the latter part of 1943. Pilot class 44D, the 
largest, completed training in October 1943. By then, the Army Air Forces had enough 
aircrews for the foreseeable future.  
 
On May 31, 1944 aircrew classification ceased at the SAAAB, only about two years 
since a began. The Pilot School closed on May 22, 1944. It had received 73,923 cadets 
and graduated 70,464 for flying schools. By the end of 1944 most pilot training schools 
were being closed by the Army Air Forces.  
 
On November 1, 1944 the SAAAB was turned over to the Army Air Forces Personnel 
Distribution Command with General Arthur E. Easterbrook in command. At the time it 
had 800 buildings on the Base. Most of the remaining cadets were sent to San Antonio, 
Texas. From its inception until this transfer the SAAAB Classification Center had 
received 149, 425 men. Of that total, 82,252 were classified as pilots, 21, 842 as 
bombardiers and 14,230 as navigators. Classification eliminated 28,388 to ground crew 
and 188 to radio operator school. At its close 2,525 remained unclassified.  
 
Convalescent Hospital activities were increased.  
 

A new base newspaper published in magazine size and called the Crossroads, became 

a replacement for The Cadet.  

 
In July 1945, 563 German prisoners-of-war from the Garden Grove POW Camp were 
assigned to the SAAAB.  
 
May 7, 1945 V-E day was the close of the fighting in Europe. Suddenly SAAAB's role 
changed 180 degrees and it worked around the clock to become a separation center. 
By November 1945 81,000 combat veterans had been returned to private life.  
 
Finally on March 13, 1946 the Army deactivated the SAAAB. On May 4, 1946 the title to 
the SAAAB passed from the Army to the War Assets Administration. In the ensuing 
years some of the buildings on the base were sold and moved piecemeal, others 
became part of colleges. In 1953 the City of Costa Mesa was incorporated. In June 
1955, the former SAAAB property was annexed to the City. For a period of time in the 
mid-1950s a portion of the Base served as a Nike guided missile training base. The 



three-battery missile compound had been made operational in January 1956. Two years 
later, in June 1958, the Air National Guard received a five-acre parcel of land and the 
remaining 260 acres, including the five-acre air base water facility, was declared surplus 
and turned over to the GSA. On June 29, 1979, a plaque was dedicated to "all pilots, 
bombardiers and navigators who trained here that contributed to an early victory in 
World War II". This plaque was placed on the Air National Guard base, which is the last 
active duty post on the original location of the SAAAB.  
 
The SAAAB property eventually became the center of the City of Costa Mesa.  
   

References: The SAAAB Story by Edrick J. Miller, 1981. The Costa Mesa Historical 

Society. Santa Ana, Orange County.  

 
 

Acquisition, Improvements and Disposal 
  

The Santa Ana Army Air Base consisted of 1336.102 acres. This was made up of 
909.453 acres acquired in fee, by Condemnation and purchase, 420.74 acres acquired 
by lease 5.771 acres acquired by easement and 0.138 acres acquired by license.  
   

The Army Air Corps used the land as a pilot training facility between March 1942 and 
October 1944, when it became a redistribution center and convalescent hospital. The 
base was 
built to serve 20,000 personnel. Finally, before it closed in March 1946, it was a 
discharge station for soldiers returning from the Pacific.  
   

By quitclaim deed dated 8 April 1943, 0.417 acres were conveyed to Albert M. & Rose 
D. Mungia. On 31 March 1946 the site was declared inactive. On 4 May 1946, title to 
the site (1335.685 acres) was passed from the Army to the War Assets Administration 
(W.A.A.). The former site was sold to various entities Orange Coast College, 32nd 
Agricultural & Southern California Bible College. The site currently consists of many 
residential and retail tracts with approximately 2,800 owners. 
 

The site, at present, contains the Orange County Fairgrounds, Costa Mesa City Hall, 
Orange Coast College, Pacific Amphitheater, Southern California Bible College, Air 
National Guard Station and several residential and retail tracts. Some of the original 
buildings were renovated and are being used by the present owners. The seven tanks 
are concentrated in a 5 acre area of land owned by the College. The lease was 
terminated when the fee land was conveyed to the College.  

 
 

Known Units at Santa Ana Army Air Base 

   

Army Air Forces West Coast Training Center  
Army Air Forces Classification Center  



414th Air Base Squadron  

Aviation Cadet Squadron 72  

554th Pre-Flight Training Squadron  

674th Classification Center Squadron  

1040th Army Air Forces Base Unit (Redistribution Station #4)  
 

 

Costa Mesa Air National Guard Station 

News Article: Air National Guard shuts down: The 222nd Combat 
Communications Squadron is to move to base north of Sacramento. 

COSTA MESA – A formal flag transfer ceremony marked the end of an era Sunday at 
the California Air National Guard station in Costa Mesa. 

One hundred men, women and alumni of the post founded in 1964 gathered for one last 
reunion as the 222nd Combat Communications Squadron prepares for a move to Beale 
Air Force Base north of Sacramento. 

While the fate of the 8-acre parcel remains unclear as the Army Reserve, National 
Guard and city of Costa Mesa jockey for position over the prime real estate, veterans 
reminisced about the many missions accomplished and friendships forged by the “triple 
deuce.” 

__________________________ 

]
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Cadets Rauh, Hofmann and Iriarte were learning their trade through a fire hose but so far it was 

keeping them away from the front lines. 

 

                           
 

          
 



 



 
 

 

…and then,  in early September George’s father passed away and, in time of war, it was no easy 

chore getting home – if you could get home at all. 

 

.  

    

As a soldier it takes both permission and 

money to get home.  His leave was graciously 

approved by his commanding officer and, as 

the Red Cross would do many times more in 

the next several years, they provided the 

support in his time of need. 

 



 

     
 

It would take George three days to 

get home by military plane, 

commercial airliner, bus and train – 

parachute and all !  His father 

would be laying in state for almost 

two weeks. 



      

                          
 

                                      

  



   
 

  
 

 

It was good to see Hazel and his brothers and 

sister again.  Hazel was as radiant as always 

and Fred and Ardie did their best to cheer him 

up.  But George had struggled to get home for 

only a few days and had little cause for smiling 

given the circumstances of his father’s death. 



                      
 

 

 

        
 

George’s brothers Fred (with ever present cigar) and Ardie (now in the Army) with Hazel. 

 



… and eventually on his return to California, guess who paid back the Red Cross?    His best 

friend, Mike Iriarte.  

 

 

          
 

 

Then it was back to work and on to Victorville.  

 

 

 

                                            

                 



  

Southern California Logistics Airport  

Southern California Logistics Airport (IATA: VCV, ICAO: KVCV), also known as Victorville 

Airport, is a public airport located in the city of Victorville in San Bernardino County, 

California, USA. It is located on the former site of George Air Force Base.  

George Air Force Base  

George Air Force Base (GAFB) covered 5,339 acres (21.6 km²) which included two runways 

(9,116 and 10,050 feet), 6.3 million square feet (580,000 m²) of ramp space and associated 

facilities; 1,641 units of housing; 14 dormitory buildings with 1,400 bed capacity; a hospital with 

a dental clinic; and various office and industrial structures. George Air Force Base (AFB) was 

located in Victorville, California, in the Mojave Desert approximately 90 miles northeast of Los 

Angeles.  

George AFB, originally called the Victorville Army Airfield , was constructed between 1941 and 

1943 as a flight training school. After World War II, the base was placed on standby status and 

used for surplus aircraft storage. The base was reopened in 1950 under the command of the 

newly created U.S. Air Force and renamed George Air Force Base. Flight training remained the 

primary mission of this base throughout its history and a number of bomber, glider, single 

engine, twin engine, and jet fighter aircraft were flown t George AFB was a major training 

facility for the Air Force's F-4 Phantom II used in the "Wild Weasel" defense suppression 

concept and was the home of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing. These planes and the 561st Fighter 

Squadron were transferred to Nellis AFB shortly before the base closed in the early 1990's.  

Base Closure  

In 1988, George AFB was scheduled in the first round of base closures passed by Congress 

under the Base Realignment and Closure program. The base was officially decommissioned in 

December 1992. In 1993, President Clinton announced a "Five Part Plan" to speed economic 



recovery in communities w military bases were to be closed. One part of this plan called for 

improving public participation in the base's environmental cleanup program. George AFB was 

among a number of installations w environmental cleanup was placed on a "fast track" so base 

property could be quickly transferred to the community for reuse.  

Military Logistical Use  

The Fiscal Year 2002 military spending bill earmarked $1.3 million to allow the U.S. Army to 

continue using the Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA) to transport troops enroute to 

training exercises at Fort Irwin. The airport has proven to be one of the most efficient and safest 

locations for travel to and from the Army's National Training Center for the 60,000 troops who 

rotate through each year. Company D of the 158th Aviation Regiment is a general support 

aviation company that moved in under a five-year contract the Army signed with SCLA and the 

city of Victorville. The unit is part of the 244th Aviation Brigade of Fort Sheridan, IL.  

Airport Today  

The federal government is responsible for helping the Victor Valley recover from the closure of 

George Air Force Base in 1988. The conversion of the former George Air Force Base to 

Southern California Logistics Airport [SCLA] was designed to provide major corporations with 

logistics needs access to a global intermodal logistics gateway to the Western United States. 

Located near Interstate 15 in California's Victor Valley, the 5,000 acre (20 km²) complete 

intermodal business complex is approximately 50 miles northeast of Los Angeles County and 40 

minutes north of Ontario airport. 

 

Training at Victorville continued through the end of 1942 but before the year was done, there 

was another family matter at home that needed some attention.  It was December 10, 1942 - 

 

           

This photograph was George’s 

introduction to his first son, 

Johnnie. This image and probably 

others that followed were all that 

George would have at this time as 

he was completing his flight 

training in California and being 

reassigned to bombardier  training 

school in Deming, New Mexico, 

and would not be coming home. 



George and his fellow cadets apparently had one last fling over the Christmas holiday in Los 

Angeles before leaving for Deming.  (Dad never talked about this one!  All I have is the rental 

car receipt.) 

 

 
 

______________________________ 

 

Deming Army Air Field 

New Mexico 

1942 - September, 1946 

     

    Deming, New Mexico is located about one hundred miles West from El Paso on I-10.  Until 

the interstate highway system became a reality in th early 1960s Deming was just a wide spot in 

the road.  Even with the railroad running through town it must have seemed pretty remote in 

1943.   

 

The Bombardier School at the Deming Army Air Field was established in 1942 and closed up in 

September, 1946.  The first class of bombardiers graduated on March 6, 1943.  In the next three 

years an estimated 12,000 cadets passed through the Deming school.  With the end of World War 

II, the bombardier training program at Deming wound down, finally coming to an end in 

September, 1946.  Deming Army Air Field closed and the facility became the Deming Municipal 

Airport.  Currently (2005), some of the structures still stand, including three hangars.  The 

civilian operation has mostly moved to the North side of the field, with the South side becoming 

somewhat of a ghost town. 

I’m not sure why he kept the receipt 

since he didn’t rent the car.  But it 

must have been a holiday worth 

remembering…. 



                      

                                

                          



Army Air Forces Bombardier School 

Deming Army Air Field 

The units at DAAF appear to be in the following Structure, with the 321st Bombardier Training 

Group containing the flying units (equipped with AT-11s) and the 322nd BTG encompassing all 

of the ancillary units:  

388th Base Headquarters and Air Base Squadron 

321st Bombardier Training Group 

Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron 

971st Bombardier Training Squadron 

972nd Bombardier Training Squadron 

974th Bombardier Training Squadron 

975th Bombardier Training Squadron 

976th Bombardier Training Squadron 

977th Bombardier Training Squadron 

322nd Bombardier Training Group 

Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron 

Detachment 19  858th Signal Service Company (Aviation) 

909th Guard Squadron 

2053rd Ordnance Company 

Medical Detachment 

Veterinary Detachment 

419th Army Air Forces Band 

375th Aviation Squadron 

909th Quartermaster Platoon 



1014th Quartermaster Platoon 

 Most of the following photos are taken from a yearbook style book about the Deming Army Air 

Field published in 1943 by the Army And Navy Publishing Company of Baton Rouge, 

Louisiana.  This type of book was published for the personnel stationed at various bases, but 

have become increasingly difficult to find. 

 

Deming Army Air Field 1943 

The entire purpose of the base, 

 

 The Bombardier. 

 
 

    A new class of cadets in 1943.  The base was just starting up, but would be cranking out 

graduates at a steady rate for the balance of the war. 
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A trio of AT-11s on a bombing mission in New Mexico. 

 
    The most common bombardier trainer used by the Army Air Force during World War II was 

the Beech AT-11, like the C-45 it was a derivative of the classic Beech 18. 

 

    In the first photo several AT-11s sit on the ramp awaiting further training flights.  The second, 

third and fourth panels show AT-11s  42-37241, 41-27600 and 41-27602 respectively.  The fifth 

panel is of an AT-11 on takeoff with a photographer along side the runway.  The last is of a 

formation of AT-11s forming up over the field, these are the same aircraft as in the photo above. 

 

    The letter "D" was used for Deming (makes sense) and though I cannot find definite proof, I 

believe that the first number of the  aircraft code denotes the squadron:  1 for the  971st BTS, 2 

for the 972nd and so on.  The cowlings of some of the aircraft also appear to be colored, but 

without color photographs it is next to impossible to interpret what that means, if anything. 
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    Three views of AT-11s in flight.  The first photo shows a three ship dropping practice bombs. 

All three have their bomb bays open.  The second photo is a closeup of the right wing aircraft 

from the first photo and better shows the bomb doors open.  Both the first and second photos are 

of Carlsbad AAF based aircraft.  The third photo shows eight silver AT-11s from an unidentified 

unit in formation with an Olive Drab B-18A. The first three AT-11s in the last photo are  41-

27679,  41-27338 and 41. - 9530 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    For every bombardier trainee there were a large number of support personnel necessary to 

keep the training aircraft in the air.  Whether that be the mechanics, fuelers, or ordinance groups.  

There are also the personnel essential to every endeavor that seldom are recognized, like cooks, 

bakers and even truck drivers.  Two pages in the 1943 book are dedicated to Maintenance: "On 

these two pages maintenance crews are seen at various repair jobs.  This work is the Air Forces 

biggest behind the scenes job.  The life of its pilots and efficiency of the planes depends on the 

accuracy and skills of its maintenance crews."  Couldn't put it better myself. 

    The above photos show mainly engine maintenance, though the AT-11 in the hangar is most 

likely going through a heavy check.  The second and third photos show the knuckle breaking, 

back aching work done to keep the Pratt and Whitney R-975 engines in shape.  Piston engines 

are a favorite with enthusiasts, but require a great many man hours to keep in prime condition. 
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    The first photo shows routine preflight, or post flight checks.  Most likely pre-flight as the 

Norden bombsight is mounted and "bagged" in the aircraft.  The bomb bay doors are also open 

(yes, the AT-11 did have a bomb bay). 

 

    The second photo involves some sort of mechanic pow-wow, with a noticeable amount of oil 

on the overalls, which probably means serious work. 

 

    In the third photo the mechanics seem to be servicing the brakes.  Unlike the bombardier in the 

nose of the aircraft, this is a real photo, not posed. 

 

    Though it looks like these two mechanics are working on the tail surfaces, what I think they 

are really doing is signing off a logbook.  Some times that takes longer than the repair. 

   

 

    Repositioning an aircraft by hand can be a tricky task, one has to wonder why they are not 

using the tug in the second photo.  The tug is a "Clartor-6 Aircraft Tractor" according to the 

USAAF.  Somehow tractor seems to imply "John Deere".  An AT-11 is being fueled in the third 

photo.  Someone else will clean the windshield and check the oil. 
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    There are also the personnel essential to every endeavor that are seldom recognized or 

appreciated, like cooks, bakers and even truck drivers.  The Army was still a segregated service 

in those days and most black soldiers were confined to those support jobs.  Jobs that the Army 

(and every other service for that matter) would not have been able to function without.  All 

American servicemen contributed and all should be recognized as well. 

 

The first shot is of a formation of troops at inspection.  The second shows the ubiquitous "Deuce 

and half", in this case a GMC built CCKW-353.  Pool tables in the rec hall were pretty much 

universal in the military.  Armies (and Air Forces) have always run on paperwork. 

 

NEAR MISS – January 30, 1943 

 

With bombardier instructor, 2
nd

 Lt. Charles L. Turzan,  two bombardier students, Cadet Robert 

R. Hosmer and Cadet George A Hofmann, and a full bomb load, pilot 2
nd

 Lt. Kenneth C. Morse 

started take-off for a routine bombing practice mission vat 7:55AM.  The take-off was being 

made from east to west on runway 26.  Just as the AT-11 airplane reached a speed of 45 to 50 

MPH the landing gear collapsed.  The airplane dropped to the runway and skidded about 1500 

feet, its weight being supported by wheels and engine cowlings. 
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The pilot was debriefed and an investigation followed.  This was the pilot’s signed statement: 

 

The entire take-off check list was faithfully completed before attempting to take off 

and nothing was found to be wrong. 

 

I proceeded to take off at 0755 after given proper clearance by the control tower.  

The tail wheel was properly locked, the throttles opened slowly as far as they 

would go (33 in. Hg), my heels were on the floor completely off the brakes.  When 

the plane had reached a speed of about 45 to 50 M.P.H. – the tail was just 

beginning to rise – the landing gear collapsed.  My first reaction was to pull back 

on the control wheel and cut off the ignition switches.  Skidding on its belly, the 

plane first swerved to the left slightly and I naturally tried to correct this with 

right brake and rudder.  I glanced at the landing gear switch and noted that it 

was in the correct neutral position.  The klaxon warning horns were blowing until 

the plane stopped and then I cut off the master switched and generators.  I looked 

out the windows for fire possibilities and noted that the two student bombardiers 

were already out of the ship.  I placed one hand on the CO2  fire extinguishers 

and told the bombardier to get out of the ship and to stand by with the hand fire 

extinguisher.  When it was apparent that everything was safe and sound I went 

over the cockpit completely to look for anything out of order.  Finding everything 

as it should be I turned off the radio, fuel selector valve and cross feed. 

 

All occupants reported to the Flight Surgeon within twenty minutes and were all 

given flying clearances. 

 

 

Fortunately, the plane did not tumble and the full bomb load did not explode.  Everyone 

survived.  The pilot must have been surprised to see the student bombardiers standing on the 

runway only seconds after the plane skidded to a halt.  Although the humor in this is somewhat 

morbid, the stories of this incident that followed the students spoke of their instantaneous exiting 

of the crippled plane without ever having unbuckled from their seat harnesses nor having their 

feet touch the ground! 

 

A two month investigation of the incident followed.  Top skilled mechanics checked the landing 

gear at all angles in retracting and lowering positions, removed and checked the landing gear 

retracting mechanism for broken or deteriorating parts, removed and checked the complete 

electrical system pertaining to landing gear operation and checked all universal joints for wear 

and lose pins.  No mechanical or electrical defects were found.  

 

Ultimately the failure was attributed 55% to the flight mechanic and 45% to the pilot for 

carelessness.  Evidently the mechanic or pilot had placed the landing gear selector lever in the 

“up” position momentarily then placed it in the neutral position while the airplane was on the 

ground.  The weight of the airplane kept the landing gear down and in place.  However, the 

reduction in weight on the wheels during take-off permitted the wheels to autonomously retract 

dropping the speeding plane to the tarmac. 

   



AT-11 S/N 41-27569 would fly again but the damage was extensive: 

 

 Right and left propellers were damaged beyond repair 

 Right and left engines needed to be replaced 

 Both engine mounts were distorted beyond repair 

 Right and left engine cowlings sustained major damage but were repairable 

 Pitat head damaged beyond repair 

 Left wheel well right door sprung and hinge broken but repairable 

 Skin pulled on top surface of the nacelles 

 Hole punched through the bombardier escape hatch 

 Major damage to fuselage underneath the tunnel gunner’s compartment but repairable 

 Major damage to inspection door underneath the pilot’s compartment but repairable 

 Tail wheel needed to be replaced 

 Left rudder stabilizer repairable with minor damage. 

 

 

  



           
__________________________ 

 

Deming Army Air Field 2005 
 

     

 

    Some of the structures and many of the foundations still remain.  Some, like the hangars, are 

still occasionally used, while others such as the former laundry are long abandoned. 

 

    The first photo is of the laundry facility as it looked in May, 2005.  To the left is the steam 

plant with the remains of a water tower while the laundry is to the right. 

 

    The three following photos show the foundation of the engineering building.  The small  

For the student bombardiers, 

training continued. 
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concrete structure is  the vault where either Norden bombsights, or small arms were repaired. 

 

    The final photo is of one of the two remaining Norden bombsight vaults.  These would have 

been guarded during WWII. 

 

    

 

 
 

 

    These six photos show the hangars as they appear today  (2005).  The three hangars are almost 

identical.  A fourth, larger wooden hangar was located to the left of the engineering building in 

the above series of photos, but it was torn down in the 1970s. 

 

 

________________________________ 

 
From the movie "Bombardier" come these words spoken by General Eugene L. Eubanks,  

 

"Upon him finally depends the success of any mission on which he participates.  The 

greatest bombing plane in the world with its combat crew take him into battle.  Through 

weather, through enemy opposition, just so he may have 30 seconds over the target.  In 

those 30 seconds he must vindicate the greatest responsibility ever placed upon an 

individual soldier in line of duty.  I want you to know about him and about those who had 

the faith, the vision and foresight to bring him into being." 

 

 

WW II BOMBARDIER’S CODE OF SECRECY 

Cadets selected for bombardier training were entrusted with one of our nation's most 
closely guarded military secrets, the famous Norden bombsight. Once a man had 
completed bombardier preflight training, he was sent to bombardier school where he was 
required to take a special oath, promising to protect the secret of the sight with his life. 
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Bombardier school lasted from 12 to 18 weeks during which a student dropped 
approximately 160 bombs, both in daytime and at night. Precise records were maintained 
of his hits and misses; the elimination rate was 12%. Upon graduation, a bombardier was 
transferred to an operational training unit to join a crew being trained for overseas duty. 
By war's end, more than 45,000 bombardiers had been trained.  

 THE BOMBARDIER'S OATH  

 

Mindful of the secret trust about to be placed in me by my Commander in 
Chief, the President of the United States, by whose direction I have been 

chosen for bombardier training...and mindful of the fact that I am to become 
guardian of one of my country's most priceless military assets, the American 

bombsight...I do here, in the presence of Almighty God, swear by the 
Bombardier's Code of Honor to keep inviolate the secrecy of any and all 

confidential information revealed to me, and further to uphold the honor and 
integrity of the Army Air Forces, if need be, with my life itself. 

Duties and Responsibilities of 
THE BOMBARDIER 
Excerpt from the Pilot Training Manual of the B-17 Flying Fortress 

Accurate and effective bombing is the ultimate purpose of your entire airplane and crew. 
Every other function is preparatory to hitting and destroying the target.  

That's your bombardier's job. The success or failure of the mission depends upon what 
he accomplishes in that short interval of the bombing run.  



When the bombardier takes over the airplane for the run on the target, he is in absolute 
command. He will tell you what he wants done, and until he tells you "Bombs away," his 
word is law.  

A great deal, therefore, depends on the understanding between bombardier and pilot. 
You expect your bombardier to know his job when he takes over. He expects you to 
understand the problems involved in his job, and to give him full cooperation. Teamwork 
between pilot and bombardier is essential.  

Under any given set of conditions -- groundspeed, altitude, direction, etc. -- there is only 
one point in space where a bomb may be released from the airplane to hit a 
predetermined object on the ground.  

There are many things with which a bombardier must be thoroughly familiar in order to 
release his bombs at the right point to hit this predetermined target. 

 He must know and understand his bombsight, what it does, and how it does it.  
 He must thoroughly understand the operation and upkeep of his bombing instruments 
and equipment.  
 He must know that his racks, switches, controls, releases, doors, linkage, etc., are in 
first class operating condition.  
 He must understand the automatic pilot as it pertains to bombing.  
 He must know how to set it up, make any adjustments and minor repairs while in 
flight.  
 He must know how to operate all gun positions in the airplane.  
 He must know how to load and clear simple stoppages and jams of machine guns 
while in flight.  
 He must be able to load and fuse his own bombs.  
 He must understand the destructive power of bombs and must know the vulnerable 
spots on various types of targets.  
 He must understand the bombing problem, bombing probabilities, bombing errors, 
etc.  
 He must be thoroughly versed in target identification and in aircraft identification. 

The bombardier should be familiar with the duties of all members of the crew and 
should be able to assist the navigator in case the navigator becomes incapacitated.  

For the bombardier to be able to do his job, the pilot of the aircraft must place the 
aircraft in the proper position to arrive at a point on a circle about the target from which 
the bombs can be released to hit the target.  

Consider the following conditions which affect the bomb dropped from an airplane:  
   

1. ALTITUDE: Controlled by the pilot. Determines the length of time the bomb is 
sustained in flight and affected by atmospheric conditions, thus affecting the 



range (forward travel of the bomb) and deflection (distance the bomb drifts in a 
crosswind with respect to airplane's ground track).  

2. TRUE AIRSPEED: Controlled by the pilot. The measure of the speed of the 
airplane through the air. It is this speed which is imparted to the bomb and which 
gives the bomb its initial forward velocity and, therefore, affects the trail of the 
bomb, or the distance the bomb lags behind the airplane at the instant of impact.  

3. BOMB BALLISTICS: Size, shape and density of the bomb, which determines its 
air resistance. Bombardier uses bomb ballistics tables to account for type of 
bomb.  

4. TRAIL: Horizontal distance the bomb is behind the airplane at the instant of 
impact. This value, obtained from bombing tables, is set in the sight by the 
bombardier. Trail is affected by altitude, airspeed, bomb ballistics and air density, 
the first three factors being controlled by the pilot.  

5. ACTUAL TIME OF FALL: Length of time the bomb is sustained in air from 
instant of release to instant of impact. Affected by altitude, type of bomb and air 
density. Pilot controls altitude to obtain a definite actual time of fall.  

6. GROUNDSPEED: The speed of the airplane in relation to the earth's surface. 
Groundspeed affects the range of the bomb and varies with the airspeed, 
controlled by the pilot. Bombardier enters groundspeed in the bombsight through 
synchronization on the target. During this process the pilot must maintain the 
correct altitude and constant airspeed.  

7. DRIFT: Determined by the direction and velocity of the wind, which determines 
the distance the bomb will travel downwind from the airplane from the instant the 
bomb is released to its instant of impact. Drift is set on the bombsight by the 
bombardier during the process of synchronization and setting up course.  

The above conditions indicate that the pilot plays an important part in determining the 
proper point of release of the bomb. Moreover, throughout the course of the run, as 
explained below, there are certain preliminaries and techniques which the pilot must 
understand to insure accuracy and minimum loss of time.  

Prior to takeoff the pilot must ascertain that the airplane's flight instruments have been 
checked and found accurate. These are the altimeter, airspeed indicator, free air 
temperature gauge and all gyro instruments. These instruments must be used to 
determine accurately the airplane's attitude.  

The Pilot's Preliminaries  

The autopilot and PDI should be checked for proper operation. It is very important that 
PDI and autopilot function perfectly in the air; otherwise it will be impossible for the 
bombardier to set up an accurate course on the bombing run. The pilot should 
thoroughly familiarize himself with the function of both the C-1 autopilot and PDI.  

If the run is to be made on the autopilot, the pilot must carefully adjust the autopilot 
before reaching the target area. The autopilot must be adjusted under the same 
conditions that will exist on the bombing run over the target. For this reason the 



following factors should be taken into consideration and duplicated for initial adjustment.  
   

 Speed, altitude and power settings at which run is to be made.  
 Airplane trimmed at this speed to fly hands off with bomb bay doors opened. 

The same condition will exist during the actual run, except that changes in load will 
occur before reaching the target area because of gas consumption. The pilot will 
continue making adjustments to correct for this by disengaging the autopilot elevator 
control and re-trimming the airplane, then re-engaging and adjusting the autopilot trim of 
the elevator.  

Setting Up the Autopilot  

One of the most important items in setting up the autopilot for bomb approach is to 
adjust the turn compensation knobs so that a turn made by the bombardier will be 
coordinated and at constant altitude. Failure to make this adjustment will involve 
difficulty and delay for the bombardier in establishing an accurate course during the run 
with the possibility that the bombardier may not be able to establish a proper course in 
time, the result being considerably large deflection errors in point of impact.  

Uncoordinated turns by the autopilot on the run cause erratic lateral motion of the cross 
hair of the bombsight when sighting on target. The bombardier in setting up course must 
eliminate any lateral motion of the fore-and-aft hair in relation to the target before he has 
the proper course set up. Therefore, any erratic motion of the cross hair requires an 
additional correction by the bombardier. which would not be necessary if autopilot was 
adjusted to make coordinated turns.  

USE OF THE PDI: The same is true if PDI is used on the bomb run. Again, coordinated 
smooth turns by the pilot become an essential part of the bomb run. In addition to added 
course corrections necessitated by uncoordinated turns, skidding and slipping introduce 
small changes in airspeed affecting synchronization of the bombsight on the target. To 
help the pilot flying the run on PDI, the airplane should be trimmed to fly practically 
hands off.  

Assume that you are approaching the target area with autopilot properly adjusted. 
Before reaching the initial point (beginning of bomb run) there is evasive action to be 
considered. Many different types of evasive tactics are employed, but from experience it 
has been recommended that the method of evasive action be left up to the bombardier, 
since the entire anti- aircraft pattern is fully visible to the bombardier in the nose.  

EVASIVE ACTION: Changes in altitude necessary for evasive action can be 
coordinated with the bombardier's changes in direction at specific intervals. This 
procedure is helpful to the bombardier since he must select the initial point at which he 
will direct the airplane onto the briefed heading for the beginning of the bomb run.  



Should the pilot be flying the evasive action on PDI (at the direction of the bombardier) 
he must know the exact position of the initial point for beginning the run, so that he can 
fly the airplane to that point and be on the briefed heading. Otherwise, there is a 
possibility of beginning to run too soon, which increases the airplane's vulnerability, or 
beginning the run too late, which will affect the accuracy of the bombing. For best 
results the approach should be planned so the airplane arrives at the initial point on the 
briefed heading, and at the assigned bombing altitude and airspeed.  

At this point the bombardier and pilot as a team should exert an extra effort to solve the 
problem at hand. It is now the bombardier's responsibility to take over the direction of 
flight, and give directions to the pilot for the operations to follow. The pilot must be able 
to follow the bombardier's directions with accuracy and minimum loss of time, since the 
longest possible bomb run seldom exceeds 3 minutes. Wavering and indecision at this 
moment are disastrous to the success of any mission, and during the crucial portion of 
the run, flak and fighter opposition must be ignored if bombs are to hit the target. The 
pilot and bombardier should keep each other informed of anything which may affect the 
successful completion of the run.  

HOLDING A LEVEL: Either before or during the run, the bombardier will ask the pilot 
for a level. This means that the pilot must accurately level his airplane with his 
instruments (ignoring the PDI). There should be no acceleration of the airplane in any 
direction, such as an increase or decrease in airspeed, skidding or slipping, gaining or 
losing altitude.  

For the level the pilot should keep a close check on his instruments, not by feel or 
watching the horizon. Any acceleration of the airplane during this moment will affect the 
bubbles (through centrifugal force) on the bombsight gyro, and the bombardier will not 
be able to establish an accurate level.  

For example, assume that an acceleration occurred during the moment the bombardier 
was accomplishing a level on the gyro. A small increase in airspeed or a small skid, 
hardly perceptible, is sufficient to shift the gyro bubble liquid 1 degree or more. An 
erroneous tilt of 1 degree on the gyro will cause an error of approximately 440 feet in 
the point of impact of a bomb dropped from 20,000 feet, the direction of error depending 
on direction of tilt of gyro caused by the erroneous bubble reading,  

HOLDING ALTITUDE AND AIRSPEED: As the bombardier proceeds to set up his 
course (synchronize) , it is absolutely essential that the pilot maintain the selected 
altitude and air- speed within the closest possible limits. For every additional 100 feet 
above the assumed 20,000-foot bombing altitude, the bombing error will increase 
approximately 30 feet, the direction of error being over. For erroneous airspeed, which 
creates difficulty in synchronization on the target, the bombing error will be 
approximately 170 feet for a 10 mph change in airspeed. Assuming the airspeed was 10 
mph in excess, from 20,000 feet, the bomb impact would be short 170 feet.  



The pilot's responsibility to provide a level and to maintain a selected altitude and 
airspeed within the closest limits cannot be over-emphasized.  

If the pilot is using PDI (at the direction of the bombardier) instead of autopilot, he must 
be thoroughly familiar with the corrections demanded by the bombardier. Too large a 
correction or too small a correction, too soon or too late, is as bad as no correction at 
all. Only through prodigious practice flying with the PDI can the pilot become proficient 
to a point where he can actually perform a coordinated turn, the amount and speed 
necessary to balance the bombardier's signal from the bombsight.  

Erratic airspeeds, varying altitudes, and poorly coordinated turns make the job of 
establishing course and synchronizing doubly difficult for both pilot and bombardier, 
because of the necessary added corrections required. The resulting bomb impact will be 
far from satisfactory.  

After releasing the bombs, the pilot or bombardier may continue evasive action -- 
usually the pilot, so that the bombardier may man his guns.  

The pilot using the turn control may continue to fly the airplane on autopilot, or fly it 
manually, with the autopilot in a position to he engaged by merely flipping the lock 
switches. This would provide potential control of the airplane in case of emergency.  

REDUCING CIRCULAR ERROR: One of the greatest assets towards reducing the 
circular error of a bombing squadron lies in the pilot's ability to adjust the autopilot 
properly, fly the PDI, and maintain the designated altitude and airspeeds during the 
bombing run. Reducing the circular error of a bombing squadron reduces the total 
number of aircraft required to destroy a particular target. For this reason both pilot and 
bombardier should work together until they have developed a complete understanding 
and confidence in each other. 

__________________________ 



Gilbert Rauh was the first of the three boys to graduate bombardier school in the third class of 

1943 on February 13, at Victorville, California.  George Hofmann graduated next on March 27 in 

fifth class of 1943 at Deming, New Mexico.  Francis “Mike” Iriarte followed on May 8 in the 

seventh graduating class of 1943, also at Victorville.                           

                                                                 
 

                                                  

         
 

               



George was officially discharged from the United States Army on March 26, 1943, and was now 

a fully trained member of the United States Army Air Corps. 

 

 



 
      



   

 

         Proud Warrior And His Machine 

 

 
 























 


